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“”Don’t Cry, Don’t Cry!”Old Mrs. Cen hugged Zhou Xiang and patted her back with her right hand. 

“MOM is here! No matter what, Mom will never leave you.” ” 

 

“Seeing Zhou Xiang like this, Old Mrs. Cen’s heart ached terribly. ” 

 

“All these years, she had long treated Zhou Xiang as her own daughter. ” 

 

“After crying for a while, Zhou Xiang gradually calmed down and looked up at Old Mrs. Cen. “Mom, is 

everything Shaoqing said true?” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang felt like she was in a dream. 

 

“In the dream, Cen Haifeng was still alive. He had forgotten everything and had a new wife in another 

world. They were a loving couple and the moon was full. ” 

 

Was It a dream? 

 

It must be a dream. 

 

Zhou Xiang looked at Old Mrs. Cen with anticipation in her eyes. 

 

“”It wasn’t a dream,”old Mrs. Cen continued, “Xiangxiang, all of this is true.” ” 

 

“Although she did not want to admit it, it was the truth. ” 

 



“After saying that, old Mrs. Cen continued, “I did not educate my child well. Xiangxiang, I have let you 

down…” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen was very blaming herself now. All these years, she had always thought that she had let 

Zhou Xiang down. Who knew that she was the one who had let Zhou Xiang down the most. ” 

 

Zhou Xiang just looked at Old Mrs. Cen without any reaction. 

 

There were only three words left in her ears. 

 

It wasn’t a dream. 

 

Why wasn’t it a dream? 

 

Why? 

 

“She had always thought that their love was pure and worthy of being treasured. But now, time was 

telling her. ” 

 

Her former husband had already found a family elsewhere. 

 

“Seeing Zhou Xiang like this, old Mrs. Cen felt even more ashamed. “Xiangxiang, if you really can’t take it 

anymore, hit me a few times. It’s all because I didn’t do my duty as a mother…”she would put this 

beating on Cen Haifeng, after she saw that unfilial son, she would beat that unfilial son to death! ” 

 

“”Mom, I Don’t blame you for this. I Don’t blame you at all.”Zhou Xiang looked at Old Mrs. Cen. “Please 

don’t blame yourself…” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Cen was a victim just like her. 

 



She had waited for Cen Haifeng all her life. Didn’t old Mrs. Cen wait for the Cen family’s old man all her 

life? 

 

No one was to blame for this. 

 

“If she was to blame, she could only blame her fate! ” 

 

Her fate was not good. 

 

“Seeing Zhou Xiang like this, old Mrs. Cen blamed herself even more. No matter what, it was Cen 

Haifeng who had let Zhou Xiang down, and she was Cen Haifeng’s mother. ” 

 

“”Xiangxiang, don’t worry. I will definitely seek justice for you!”Old Mrs. Cen continued. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang held old Mrs. Cen’s hand and continued, “I want to ask him now if he has really forgotten 

me.” ” 

 

She did not believe that Cen Haifeng would forget her. 

 

She also did not believe that Cen Haifeng had a home outside. 

 

“They had such deep feelings for each other, how could they forget it just like that? ” 

 

“Seeing her like this, old Mrs. Cen sighed and did not know how to comfort Zhou Xiang. ” 

 

“”Mom,”Cen Yuying walked in from outside the door, she continued, “Actually, father has his own 

difficulties. From what Shaoqing said, he was controlled by the people over there. He did not 

deliberately forget you. I believe that if father was conscious, he wouldn’t have done such a thing.” ” 

 

“At this moment, he could only comfort Zhou Xiang. ” 



 

“Hearing this, Zhou Xiang’s expression changed. ” 

 

“At this moment, a servant came over with a bowl of porridge. CEN yuying took the porridge from the 

servant. “Mother, have some porridge first.” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang shook her head. “I’m not hungry.” 

 

People who were in extreme grief did not feel any hunger. 

 

“”Mom, eat something.”Cen Yuying scooped up a spoonful of porridge with a spoon and handed it to 

Zhou Xiang’s mouth. “You haven’t eaten anything for a day. If you continue like this, your body will not 

be able to take it.” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang still shook her head. 

 

“CEN yuying continued, “Mom, we haven’t seen dad yet. If you starve yourself to death, how can you 

confront him face to face?” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen took the spoon from Cen Yuying and handed the food back to Zhou Xiang’s mouth, 

“You’re right, Big Girl. A man is made of iron and steel. You Can’t not eat anything. If you don’t eat 

anything, you won’t be able to see that unfilial son!” ” 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou Xiang took the spoon. ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen smiled and said, “Yes, yes, yes. This is my good child. Eat more. Let’s go and confront him 

together!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang took the bowl from old Mrs. Cen. “Mom, I’ll do it myself.” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Cen was an elder. How could she let an elder feed her. 



 

“Seeing that Zhou Xiang was finally willing to eat, both old Mrs. Cen and Cen Yuying heaved a sigh of 

relief. ” 
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“After finishing the porridge, old Mrs. Cen accompanied Zhou Xiang to talk, and Cen Yuying walked out 

of the room. ” 

 

“Seeing their eldest sister come out, Cen Yueya and Cen Yueying immediately went up to her. “Eldest 

sister, how is it? is mom willing to eat?” ” 

 

Cen Yuying nodded. 

 

“Hearing this, the two sisters heaved a sigh of relief. ” 

 

“Cen Yueya smiled and said, “That’s good.” ” 

 

“”Sigh, big sister and second sister, how did things turn out like this?”Cen Yueying’s face was full of 

worry. “Our Father is dead and Alive Again! and he even became a heartless lover who abandoned his 

family?” ” 

 

“They had thought that such a thing would only exist in novels, but who would have thought that it 

would actually happen in their home, and the main character was their father. ” 

 

“CEN yuying said, “Now that things have already happened, we can only face it.” ” 

 

“”Face it? How Can We Face It? He already treated our mother like this?”CEN yueying continued, “Do 

we still have to recognize him? I Can’t get over this hurdle in my heart!” ” 



 

“CEN Yueya continued, “Actually, from a certain point of view, this matter can’t be entirely blamed on 

dad. After all, he doesn’t remember anything.” ” 

 

“Whether it was leaving Earth or marrying another, these things were not Cen Haifeng’s choice. ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, CEN Yueya continued, “Actually, our father is like a chess piece of the General 

Alliance. Everything was arranged in advance by them, including our father’s marriage and children on 

Earth.” ” 

 

“”Who knows if he really lost his memory,”cen yueying continued, “Maybe the memory loss is just an 

excuse!” ” 

 

“Although CEN yueying did not want to admit that her father was a Chen Shimei who abandoned his 

wife, things did happen. ” 

 

“In this world, there were countless people who abandoned their wives and children for power! ” 

 

“Cen Yueya looked at Cen Yueying, “I think our father is definitely not that kind of person! Third Girl, 

don’t be so extreme in your thoughts. First, investigate the matter clearly! If he really is the kind of 

person who abandoned his family and children for power, not to mention you, I will not acknowledge 

him either!” ” 

 

“”I also hope that he is not that kind of person.”After saying this, CEN yueying turned around and left. ” 

 

“CEN Yueya asked, “Where are you going?” ” 

 

“To look for Shaoqing!” 

 

She had to get to the bottom of this matter! 

 

… 



 

On the other side. 

 

In the main alliance country. 

 

Duanmu Feng and her were painting in the study when someone knocked on the door. 

 

“Come in.” 

 

The assistant pushed the door open and entered with an unsightly expression. “Miss. .” 

 

“What’s Wrong?”Duanmu Feng put down the brush. 

 

“The assistant looked at duanmu Fengyu and continued, “Miss. . Something happened.” ” 

 

“What happened?”Duanmu Fengyu asked. 

 

“”The, the Chief Alliance’s wife was locked up in the police station.” ” 

 

“”What?”Hearing this, Duanmu Fengyu’s face turned pale. “Say It Again!” ” 

 

The assistant had no choice but to bite the bullet and repeat it again. 

 

“What happened?”Duanmu Fengyu asked. 

 

The assistant shook her head. “I’m not too sure about what exactly happened. Little Suo only said that 

madam was locked up in the police station by the Chief Alliance. He didn’t explain the reason.” 

 

Duanmu Fengyu couldn’t care less about anything else and quickly walked out of the door. 



 

“When she went to look for Mrs. Duanmu, Mrs. Duanmu happened to be walking this way. Like Duanmu 

Fengyu, Mrs. Duanmu’s face was full of anxiety. Seeing Duanmu Fengyu’s flustered look, she 

immediately guessed it, “Fengyu, you know about it too?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Duanmu fengyu nodded. “What exactly happened?” 

 

Why did Cen Haifeng send Duanmu Fengyu to the police station out of the Blue? 

 

“Yesterday, Duanmu Fengyu had said that the imperial preceptor and the great elder definitely had a 

way to resolve this matter. ” 

 

Why did something happen so quickly! 

 

Mrs. Duanmu shook her head. “Let’s go to the police station first.” 

 

“”Okay.”Duanmu fengyu continued, “Where’s My Dad?” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu was about to speak. 

 

“Duanmu fengyu continued, “Could it be that he hasn’t returned yet?” ” 

 

“”No, no, no.”Mrs. Duanmu hurriedly explained, “Your Dad has already gone to the police station.” ” 

 

The anger on Duanmu Fengyu’s face disappeared a little. 

 

The mother and daughter rushed to the police station. 

 



“A very flashy aircraft was parked at the entrance of the police station. A young woman walked out from 

the aircraft. She was dressed luxuriously and had an enchanting face. The woman walked directly to 

Mrs. Duanmu and Duanmu Fengyu, “This must be Mrs. Duanmu, right?” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu looked her up and down. “I am.” 

 

“”I’ve long heard that Mrs. Duanmu is not the wife of an ordinary family. Seeing her today really makes 

me blush.”The woman smiled and reached out her hand to her. “Hello, I’m Ning Er.” ” 
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Mrs. Duanmu shook her hand without batting an eyelid. 

 

“Duanmu Feng and Mrs. Duanmu frowned slightly. For some reason, they didn’t like this woman named 

Ning ‘er.” 

 

“After shaking her hand, Mrs. Duanmu continued, “I still have something to do. Excuse me.”” 

 

Ning ‘er nodded. “Go ahead.” 

 

“Walking into the police station, Duanmu Feng and Mrs. Duanmu lowered her voice and asked, “Mom, 

who was that woman just now?”” 

 

“Didn’t she blow up her house?”Mrs. Duanmu asked. 

 

“You don’t know her either?”Duanmu Fengyu asked. 

 

Mrs. Duanmu didn’t say anything and didn’t refute. 



 

“At this moment, Duanmu Fengyu seemed to realize something. “She, she, she couldn’t be, could 

be…”could she be the woman that Duanmu Liangchen raised outside? Duanmu Fengyu didn’t know how 

to continue.” 

 

“Yes.”Mrs. Duanmu nodded. 

 

“Really?”Duanmu Fengyu widened her eyes in disbelief. 

 

“Yes.”Mrs. Duanmu didn’t have any special expression on her face. 

 

Duanmu fengyu frowned. “Are all mistresses nowadays so arrogant? They actually dare to show off in 

front of their original wives!” 

 

“Don’t worry about her.”Mrs. Duanmu wasn’t in the mood to care about these things. 

 

“The most important thing now was how to protect Duanmu Fenfei. No matter what, she couldn’t let 

Cen Haifeng Kick Duanmu Fenfei Out!” 

 

No Way! 

 

“No matter what, she was the mistress of the Duanmu family, and Duanmu Fenfei was the most 

important thing in the Duanmu family’s glory. If one of them suffered, the other would suffer!” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu understood this. 

 

“At this moment, Duanmu Liangchen walked out. When he saw the mother and daughter walking over, 

he ignored Mrs. Duanmu and shouted, “Fengyu!”” 

 

“In the past, Duanmu Fengyu wouldn’t have cared about this detail.” 

 



“However, it was different now. Ever since she found out about her father’s matter, she felt that her 

father disrespected her mother too much. Furthermore, she had just seen a mistress who was about the 

same age as her at the door, so she didn’t want to bother with Duanmu Liangchen.” 

 

“Moreover, Duanmu Fengyu could not get over her psychological state. In her opinion, no matter what, 

Duanmu Liangchen should not have brought the woman outside directly to Mrs. Duanmu to disgust 

her.” 

 

“”Jingzhi.”When Duanmu Liangchen saw that his daughter was ignoring him, he looked at Mrs. Duanmu 

curiously. “Jingzhi, what happened to Fengyu?”” 

 

“”Nothing.”Mrs. Duanmu shook her head and continued, “How was it? Did you see your sister?”?” 

 

“I saw her.”Duanmu Liangchen nodded. 

 

“How was it?”Mrs. Duanmu asked. 

 

“Upon hearing this, Duanmu Liangchen sighed. “It wasn’t very good.”” 

 

“Duanmu Huangfei had been strong for more than half of her life, and she had also been the wife of the 

Chief Alliance for more than half of her life. How could she be willing to suddenly become a prisoner!” 

 

“Most importantly, the person who had made her a prisoner was her husband who had slept with her 

for so many years.” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu also sighed. “Fengyu and I will go in to see her.” 

 

“”Okay.”Duanmu liangchen continued, “I’m going out for a while.”” 

 

“Okay.” 

 



“Duanmu Fengyu asked despite knowing the answer, “What are you going out for?”” 

 

“”What’s wrong with you, child? How dare you not address me as your father!”!” 

 

Duanmu Liangchen berated. 

 

“Duanmu fengyu continued, “Are you deliberately making things difficult for my mother?”” 

 

“Ignore her.”Mrs. Duanmu grabbed Duanmu Fengyu’s arm. “You can go out first.” 

 

“Duanmu Liangchen could tell what was going on from these words. Without saying anything else, he 

turned around and walked out.” 

 

“Duanmu Fengyu looked at Mrs. Duanmu. “Mother, why didn’t you let me say it just now!”” 

 

“”Now is not the time to argue about this.”Mrs. Duanmu continued, “Fengyu, you are already an adult. 

In the future, you have to sit in the position that all women in the world have to sit in. No matter what 

you do, you have to know when to advance or retreat and take into account the overall situation.”” 

 

“Duanmu fengyu nodded, but she was a little nervous. Now that the DUANMU family had experienced 

such a huge change, could she still successfully marry the young master of Dongli?” 

 

“”Don’t worry.”Mrs. Duanmu looked at Duanmu Fengyu, she comforted her, “The past Chief Alliance 

must marry the daughter of the Duanmu family. This is a rule left behind by the ancestor, and no one 

can break it. As long as you don’t let anyone say anything, you don’t have to worry about this 

problem.”” 

 

“Okay.”Duanmu fengyu nodded. 

 

“She felt that the decision not to let her go to Earth was the right one. If she had insisted on going to 

Earth, she might have already caused a huge disaster.” 

 



The mother and daughter were brought to a room by the prison guard. 

 

“There was only a bed and a stool in the room. Other than that, there was nothing else. Duanmu 

huangfei sat on the stool and looked at the mother and daughter through the window.” 
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“”Auntie, are you okay?”Duanmu Feng asked. ” 

 

“”I’m fine. You Don’t have to worry.”Duanmu Huang Fei continued, “Cen Haifeng doesn’t dare to touch 

me easily.” ” 

 

“”Sister, what’s Going On?”Mrs. Duanmu asked. ” 

 

“Duanmu Huang Fei said, “Cen Haifeng has regained his memory.” ” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu frowned slightly. “The, the forbidden technique has lost its effect?” ” 

 

Duanmu shook her head. “I don’t know either.” 

 

“”But even if he has regained his memory, he can’t Treat You Like This!”Mrs. Duanmu continued, “After 

all, you were married by him!” ” 

 

“If she had to say that Duanmu was in the wrong, then she was in the wrong to be the daughter of the 

Duanmu family. ” 

 

“After all, Duanmu Fengfei wasn’t the only one who deceived Cen Haifeng, but also the other members 

of the General Alliance. ” 



 

The previous General Alliance had to come from Earth. It was the rule of the General Alliance to marry 

and have children on Earth! 

 

Duanmu Fengfei was just a weak woman. What was wrong with her? 

 

“Even if Duanmu Fengfei didn’t marry Cen Haifeng back then, there would still be a second and third 

person! ” 

 

“”He found out about the people I sent to Earth.”Duanmu fengfei continued, “He wanted to cancel the 

engagement, but the political bureau refused, so he could only lock me in to vent his anger.” ” 

 

The laws of the Allied countries clearly stated that any citizen was not allowed to harm the lives of the 

people on Earth. The highest penalty was hanging! 

 

“Sister! Are you confused?”Mrs. Duanmu frowned. “How can you attack those people at such a critical 

time? !” 

 

“I just can’t Take It!”Duanmu Huangfei was really indignant. “Why should I be the one in the wrong? 

What’s wrong with me?” 

 

She only regretted not attacking earlier. 

 

Mrs. Duanmu sighed. 

 

That’s right. 

 

It was the same in the past dynasties of the General Alliance. 

 

What was wrong with Duanmu Huangfei? 

 



“After a while, Mrs. Duanmu looked up at duanmu huangfei and said, “Sister, don’t be anxious. I’ll get 

someone to look for you. If it really doesn’t work out, I’ll ask brother-in-law for mercy. I’ll definitely think 

of a way to bail you out.” ” 

 

“”No need.”Duanmu huangfei shook his head. “I want to calm down during this period of time. There’s 

no need for you to drag yourself down for me. Especially with Fengyu’s current position, it’s really not 

suitable for her to interfere in this matter!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Duanmu Fengyu immediately became anxious. “Aunt, are you going to let me watch you 

go to jail? I Can’t Do That!” ” 

 

“”I’ve Been Afraid of everything all these years. I’ve been too tired after working so hard for your uncle. I 

also want to have a good rest. This is a rare opportunity,”Duanmu Fengyu said with a smile, then, she 

said, “I’ve tried everything in my life, but it’s the first time I’m going to jail.” ” 

 

“Auntie!” 

 

“Duanmu Fengyu waved her hand. “Let’s go back! Jingjing, take Fengyu back quickly.” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu nodded and held Duanmu Fengyu’s hand as they walked back. 

 

“Duanmu Fengyu turned around and looked at Mrs. Duanmu. “Mom, are we really going to leave Aunt 

Alone?” ” 

 

“”Your aunt is right. After all, she has accompanied Cen Haifeng for twenty years. They are husband and 

wife. Cen Haifeng will not make things difficult for her.”Mrs. Duanmu paused, then, she said, “But you 

are different. You will marry Dongli in the future. If you spend too much time with your aunt at this time, 

it will definitely affect you.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Duanmu Fengyu frowned. ” 

 

Duanmu Fengyu had always treated her as her biological daughter. She really couldn’t bear to see 

Duanmu Fengyu suffer like this. 



 

“”Don’t worry. Your aunt will be fine.”Mrs. Duanmu patted Duanmu Fengyu’s hand. “At this time, you 

shouldn’t get involved in your aunt’s matters. It’s the best help for her.” ” 

 

Duanmu fengyu nodded. 

 

The mother and daughter arrived at the police station. 

 

Duanmu Liangchen was already standing there waiting for them. The flashy aircraft and the young and 

beautiful Ning ‘er had also disappeared. 

 

“Scenery.”Duanmu Liangchen jogged over. “What did sister say?” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu relayed Duanmu Fengyu’s words to Duanmu Liangchen truthfully. 

 

“Hearing this, Duanmu liangchen nodded and said, “Then let’s go back first.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Where’s My Little Mother?”Duanmu Fengyu suddenly asked. 

 

“Little Mother? What Little Mother?”Duanmu Liangchen asked curiously. 

 

“Duanmu fengyu sneered, “You brought her to my mother to show off. Isn’t she my little mother?” ” 

 

“”You Child, what nonsense are you talking about!”Duanmu Liangchen scolded. ” 

 

“”The child is insensible. You Don’t have to be calculative with her,”Mrs. Duanmu said at this time, “Tell 

that person outside to be more careful in the future. She doesn’t find it disgusting, but I find it 

disgusting.” ” 
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“She could tolerate Duanmu Liangchen having other people outside, but she couldn’t tolerate it. Those 

small fries ran up to her and showed off. ” 

 

“Got it.”Duanmu Liangchen nodded. “Let’s go back first.” 

 

The family of three sat on the aircraft. 

 

“On the way, Duanmu Feng and Duanmu Liangchen ignored him. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Ye Zhuo was having breakfast downstairs when ye Shu jogged out of the elevator with a shiny object. 

“Zha Zha!” 

 

“”What’s wrong, Mom?”Ye Zhuo raised his head and asked. ” 

 

“Ye Shu continued, “What’s that thing that keeps ringing? Did Something Happen?” ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo saw that it was a quantum communicator and hurriedly took it. “Mom, I’ll go back to my room 

first.” ” 

 

“”Okay, you go ahead.” ” 

 

Ye Zao went to his room and opened the quantum communicator. 

 



Cen Haifeng’s figure instantly appeared in the air. 

 

“Miss Ye.” 

 

“After guessing Shao Qing’s real identity, Cen Haifeng knew that Zhuo Ye was not Zhuo Ye. She was Cen 

Shaoqing’s girlfriend, Ye Zao. He then connected to ye Zao’s communicator. ” 

 

“Although he had only met ye Zao once, Cen Haifeng could tell that Ye Zao was not an ordinary girl. ” 

 

“Uncle?”Ye Zao was stunned. 

 

Cen Haifeng suddenly finding her was completely out of ye Zao’s expectations. 

 

“CEN Haifeng continued, “Miss Ye, I’m sorry to disturb you. First of all, I want to thank you for removing 

the forbidden spell for me. Otherwise, I would have been deceived by them for the rest of my life. Thank 

you!” ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, Cen Haifeng bowed to Ye Zao. ” 

 

“You’re too polite.” 

 

“CEN Haifeng continued, “Miss Ye, there’s one more thing I want to trouble you with.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao said, “Please speak.” ” 

 

“CEN Haifeng said, “I want to bring my mother, Xiangxiang, and the children to the General Alliance, but 

I don’t know if they’re willing to come. So, Miss Ye, can you help me ask them?” ” 

 

“Cen Haifeng really didn’t have the face to see his family anymore. After thinking about it, he could only 

ask ye Zao for help. ” 



 

“Ye Zao hesitated for a moment and then said, “Sure.” ” 

 

“”Then I’ll leave it to you, Miss Ye,”Cen Haifeng continued. ” 

 

“”It’s nothing,”ye Zao said. ” 

 

“After cutting off the connection, ye Zao had no intention to eat breakfast again. Thinking that Cen 

Shaoqing hadn’t been in the base for the past few days, he made a trip to the CEN group. ” 

 

“After hearing ye Zao’s words, Cen Shaoqing twirled the Buddhist beads but did not say anything. After a 

moment, he turned around and looked at ye Zao. “Let’s go back and ask Grandma?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. 

 

Old Mrs. Cen was dancing in the garden. She had to pick up her skills and wait to see that unfilial son 

before she could perform better. 

 

It was not her style to sit at home and mourn! 

 

She had to continue living. 

 

“Grandma Cen.” 

 

“”Yezi!”Seeing ye Zhuo, old Mrs. Cen suddenly did not have any worries. Her face was full of smiles. ” 

 

“”Grandma Cen, your sword dance is really good!”Ye Zhuo said with a smile. ” 

 

“”That’s a must!”Old Mrs. Cen said with a smile, “Back then, I even won the championship! Many people 

lost to me!” ” 



 

“Ye Zhuo continued, “Right, Grandma Cen, I have something to tell you.” ” 

 

“”Go Ahead,”said old Mrs. Cen. ” 

 

Ye Zhuo passed Cen Haifeng’s words to Old Mrs. Cen. 

 

“Hearing this, Old Mrs. Cen nodded. “Go! Why Not! I want to see what the Little Vixen of the Allied 

countries looks like, to be able to bewitch him into forgetting his family!” ” 

 

“At the same time, she also wanted to seek justice for Zhou Xiang! ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo did not expect old madam Cen to agree to this matter so quickly. She continued, “Do you want 

to ask Aunt Xiang?” ” 

 

“”Zhuozhuo, there’s no need to ask. Your grandmother’s meaning is my meaning.”Zhou Xiang walked 

out from the side. ” 

 

“Aunt Xiang.”Ye Zhuo called out politely. 

 

“Zhou Xiang nodded and looked at Ye Zhuo. “Zhuozhuo, I’m willing to meet him.” ” 

 

It was not her style to avoid meeting him. 

 

She wanted to personally ask him what had happened in the past 20 years. 

 

“Compared to a day ago, Zhou Xiang’s emotions were much more stable, and her face was a little better. 

” 

 

“Okay.”Ye Zao nodded slightly. “Then I’ll tell Uncle.” 



 

“”Sorry to trouble you,”Zhou Xiang said. ” 

 

“”Auntie, you’re being too polite.” ” 

 

… 

 

As soon as this news came out. 

 

“Some people in the Allied countries were happy, while others were worried. ” 

 

“Duanmu Fengyu was also very happy to learn that the young master of Dongli was finally going to 

return to her country. However, when she thought about the messy people on Earth who would also 

come along, she felt very uncomfortable, especially that girlfriend of Cen Shaoqing’s. ” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu comforted her, “Fengyu, no matter how outstanding that woman from Earth is, she can’t 

be compared to you. You Don’t have to lower your status and compare yourself to that kind of person.” 

” 
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Who Was Duanmu Feng? 

 

“She was the daughter of the Duanmu family, the main ally of the s galaxy. ” 

 

The daughter of the Duanmu family was born with the most noble status and was the role model for all 

the women in the world. 

 



What was a lowly person from earth? 

 

“If it weren’t for the fact that Young Master Dongli was born on Earth, she wouldn’t even be qualified to 

carry his shoes. ” 

 

There was no need for Duanmu Fengyu to make such a comparison. 

 

“”Fengyu,”Mrs. Duanmu patted duanmu Fengyu’s hand, “The most important thing for you now is to 

greet Dongli and his family in your best condition.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Duanmu Fengyu turned to look at Mrs. Duanmu, her eyes full of disbelief. “Mom, do you 

want me to curry favor with those low-level Earthlings?” ” 

 

How could that be possible! 

 

She was born to be the most honorable person. How could she curry favor with those ordinary people? 

 

No. 

 

She couldn’t do it. 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu continued, “They are not other people. They are your future mother-in-law and 

grandmother respectively.” ” 

 

Mother-in-law? 

 

Grandmother? 

 

Just Them? 

 



“The look in Duanmu Feng’s eyes became more obvious. “Mom, what are you talking about! Only aunt is 

my mother-in-law!” ” 

 

“When it came to mother-in-law, she only recognized Duanmu Huangfei. ” 

 

“As for that person who came from God knows where, what kind of mother-in-law was she? ” 

 

“To put it nicely, she was Cen Haifeng’s wife on Earth. ” 

 

“To put it bluntly, she was a mistress. Moreover, she was the kind of mistress who did not have the 

slightest self-awareness. ” 

 

“No matter what happened between Zhou Xiang and Cen Haifeng on Earth, it was all in the past. Cen 

Haifeng now had a new family. If it were anyone else, they would not disturb Cen Haifeng’s life 

anymore. ” 

 

But this shameless woman actually had the nerve to come. 

 

“The first half of Cen Haifeng’s life belonged to her, and the second half belonged to Duanmu Fengfei. 

This was very fair! ” 

 

“”Fengyu, you have to be sensible.”Mrs. Duanmu said earnestly, “Mom knows that it’s very unfair for 

you to do this, but now, you have to get their approval. Your uncle didn’t even care about your aunt’s 

face for them. Do you think he will indulge you?” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu was a person who knew how to judge the situation. 

 

“Cen Haifeng’s memories had been awakened, and the forbidden spell had been removed. The current 

situation was very unfavorable to Duanmu Fengyu! ” 

 

“If Duanmu Fengyu wanted to marry into the Cen family, she had to first obtain their approval. ” 

 



“If she wanted to achieve great things, she had to be unrestrained. ” 

 

“Although this matter was very unfair to Duanmu Fengyu, Duanmu Fengyu had to do it! ” 

 

“Uncle Likes Me the most!”Duanmu Mufeng said. 

 

She didn’t have to worry about that. 

 

“”That was in the past,”Mrs. Duanmu continued, “But it’s different now.” ” 

 

“In the past, Cen Haifeng had always thought that he and Duanmu Fengfei’s children were training on 

Earth. In addition, Duanmu Fengyu was his default daughter-in-law. Of course, he would like Duanmu 

Feng and treat her as his own daughter. ” 

 

“But now, Cen Haifeng remembered everything. He had a son and a daughter, so why would he care 

about Duanmu Fengyu and this person who had nothing to do with him. ” 

 

“”Fengyu,”Mrs. Duanmu looked at Duanmu Fengyu. “You have no choice but to lower your head under 

the eaves. I believe that with your intelligence, you will be able to take down that group of people 

easily.” ” 

 

“It was not that Mrs. Duanmu was boasting, but Duanmu Fengyu was indeed very powerful. ” 

 

“Other than Miss Ye, who was previously famous in the s galaxy, there was probably no one else who 

was a match for Duanmu Feng and her daughter. ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu even felt that even miss ye couldn’t compare to her daughter. 

 

“As long as Duanmu Feng and her daughter nodded, they would definitely be able to control that group 

of people. ” 

 



“Hearing this, Duanmu Feng and her daughter frowned slightly. “Mother, must this be the case?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Mrs. Duanmu nodded. 

 

“Duanmu Fengyu’s face was full of unwillingness. She was used to being high and mighty. Not only was 

she the eldest daughter of the Duanmu family, but she was also the future First Lady of the alliance. No 

matter where she went, she would always be carefully fawned over by others, since when did she have 

to fawn over others? ” 

 

“Moreover, those people were low-level earthlings whom she had always looked down upon. ” 

 

“Mom?” 

 

“Be Good.”Mrs. Duanmu patted Duanmu Fengyu’s back. “It’s okay to endure it.” 

 

“But I can’t endure it!” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu continued, “Your aunt has even endured her prison sentence. What can’t you endure?” ” 

 

“When she heard this, Duanmu Fengyu’s expression changed. ” 

 

“”If you endure this period of time, you’ll be the best!” ” 

 

Duanmu fengyu nodded. “Got it.” 

 

“Seeing that Duanmu Fengyu finally nodded, Mrs. Duanmu smiled and said, “If you can’t bear it, you will 

mess up the big plan. Many years later, you will definitely thank yourself for enduring this moment.” ” 
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“”Mom, what about aunt?”Duanmu fengyu continued, “Can we ask Uncle for help?” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu shook her head. 

 

“It’s not a good time yet.” 

 

“Then when is it?”Duanmu Fengyu asked. 

 

Mrs. Duanmu narrowed her eyes. “You shouldn’t be the one to talk about this.” 

 

“You mean…” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu continued, “We have to let Zhou Xiang talk about it.” ” 

 

“Cen Haifeng had brought them to the s galaxy because he felt guilty. If Zhou Xiang was the one to talk 

about it, it would be twice the result with half the effort. ” 

 

Duanmu Fengyu looked at Mrs. Duanmu doubtfully. 

 

“”Your uncle is full of guilt toward Zhou Xiang. Men are all hypocrites. In order to compensate Zhou 

Xiang, he will definitely agree.” ” 

 

Duanmu fengyu nodded. 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu held Duanmu Fengyu’s hand and continued, “So, Fengyu, you must make good use of 

Zhou Xiang. Don’t look down on her just because she’s from Earth. Even if you look down on her, you 

must keep it in your heart.” ” 

 



“Speaking up to this point, Mrs. Duanmu paused. “And that old lady from the Cen family. I’ve checked. 

She has a good temper and can be considered easy to get along with. You can be a little sweet-talker 

and fool her.” ” 

 

1 

 

“As long as she made good use of Zhou Xiang and the Cen family’s old lady, Duanmu Fengyu would not 

have to worry. ” 

 

“Okay.”Duanmu fengyu nodded. 

 

“”Don’t think too much. All the humiliation is only temporary,”Mrs. Duanmu continued. “The sun always 

shines after the storm.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“After persuading Duanmu Fengyu, Mrs. Duanmu left her bedroom. ” 

 

Duanmu Liangchen waited outside the door. “How is it? Has Fengyu figured it out yet?” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu nodded. “Although Fengyu can be a little willful at times, she’s not a child who doesn’t 

know what’s good for her.” ” 

 

“It’s all thanks to your teaching.”Duanmu Liangchen smiled apologetically. 

 

“Although Duanmu Liangchen was pretty, he was smart. He knew who to offend and who not to offend. 

” 

 

“Xu Jingzhi was a very orthodox young lady from a prestigious family. She was well-read, sensible, and 

knew when to advance and when to retreat. She was a good wife and a good mother. If the Duanmu 

family was not her, they would probably not be in this state. Most importantly, Xu Jingzhi never cared 

about his affairs outside. No matter how wild he was, she would not even frown. ” 



 

“Therefore, Duanmu Liangchen respected her and gave her enough face. ” 

 

“They were all mutual. Since Duanmu Liangchen gave Xu Jingzhi his name, Xu Jingzhi naturally wouldn’t 

pick on Duanmu Liangchen anymore. ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu glanced at Duanmu Liangchen. “Have you dealt with that Ning ‘er?” 

 

“She could tolerate Duanmu Liangchen having other people outside, but she absolutely wouldn’t allow 

anyone to flaunt their power in front of her! ” 

 

That Ning ‘er had crossed her bottom line. 

 

“”Don’t worry, everything has been taken care of!”Duanmu liangchen continued, “I promise that no one 

will dirty your eyes in the future.” ” 

 

Mrs. Duanmu nodded. 

 

“What about Feng Yu?”Duanmu Liangchen was afraid that his image in his daughter’s heart would 

plummet after his daughter saw such a thing. 

 

“”I have already explained it to her,”Mrs. Duanmu said. ” 

 

“”Okay, okay, okay.”Duanmu Liangchen nodded repeatedly. “Jingzhi, thank you.” ” 

 

“Mrs. Duanmu said, “I’m tired. I’ll go back to my room to rest first.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

On the other side. 



 

Manxing country. 

 

Manxing sat at his desk and listened to his assistant’s report. He raised his eyebrows slightly. “Are you 

saying that young master Dongli is going back to his country?” 

 

“”It’s not just young master Dongli who is coming back.”The assistant continued, “It’s said that his 

fiancée is coming back with him.” ” 

 

“Fiancée?”A glint flashed across man Xing’s eyes. 

 

“”Yes,”the assistant said. “It’s young master Dongli’s fiancée on Earth.” ” 

 

Man Xing narrowed his eyes. 

 

Young Master Dongli wanted to bring his fiancée back. 

 

“Then how should Duanmu Feng, who had always regarded herself as the fiancée of the young master 

of Dongli, handle herself? ” 

 

Interesting. 

 

This matter was really too interesting. 

 

“Is this information reliable?”Man Xing raised his head. 

 

“”Don’t worry, it’s absolutely reliable,”the assistant said. ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 



“At this moment, Man Wen’s voice came from outside. “Sis! Sis! Sis!” ” 

 

“Hearing his voice, man Xing subconsciously frowned and turned to look at his assistant. “You can go out 

first.” ” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

The assistant walked out while man Wen walked in. 

 

“The Moment Man Wen entered, he sat on man Xing’s office chair like an old man. “SIS, I want money.” 

” 

 

“MAN XING said, “Didn’t I just give it to you last time?” ” 

 

“Hearing that, Man Wen was a little speechless and said, “It’s been so long. It’s hard for you to still 

remember it!” ” 
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Man Xing rubbed her forehead with a headache. 

 

“After all, Man Wen was her biological brother. Seeing him like this, man Xing felt very sad. ” 

 

“”Are you going to give it to me or not? I am your biological brother!”Man Wen continued, “If you don’t 

give it to me, I will go to my parents!” ” 

 

“”Don’t!”Man Xing grabbed man Wen’s hand, “Don’t go look for your parents. They are already old. 

Can’t you ask them for money every time you look for them? Aren’t you afraid that their hearts will 

ache?” ” 



 

“What does this have to do with me?”Man Wen said indifferently. 

 

“”This will only happen once. It Won’t happen again!”Man Xing took out his card, he said earnestly, 

“Man Wen, you’re no longer a child. You’re a man. You Can’t just ask for money. You have to learn to 

grow up. If you’re not my only brother, I’ll definitely…” ” 

 

“Before man Xing could finish his sentence, he was interrupted impatiently by man Wen. “Alright, 

Alright. Aren’t you annoying? I got it! You’re like an old mother!” ” 

 

“After saying that, he took the card from man Xing’s hand. His entire action was done in one go. It was 

as if man Xing owed him money. ” 

 

Man Xing shook his head helplessly. 

 

“I’m leaving First!”Man Wen waved his hand at man Xing without turning his head. 

 

“Man Xing raised his voice and shouted, “Man Wen, mind your own business. Let your parents worry!” ” 

 

Man Wen did not respond to her. 

 

“This kind of thing was not rare in the man family. The servants all looked at man Wen and whispered, 

“Say, our young lady is so outstanding. Why is the Young Master So Terrible? Is it a genetic mutation?” ” 

 

Man Xing and Man Wen were simply two extremes. 

 

The Manxing siblings were so outstanding that they were like dazzling stars. It was almost impossible to 

open one’s eyes. 

 

As for Manwen? 

 



“He was simply so ordinary that he could not be any more ordinary. Even if he fell into a crowd, he 

would not be able to find it. ” 

 

“The person next to him immediately said, “If we are talking about a genetic mutation, it must be the 

young miss’genetic mutation!” ” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“”Have you forgotten? Our young Miss was born to be the lucky star of the Manxing Nation! “The young 

master also has an older sister called the full moon. I heard that the full moon was born to be a disaster 

star. I don’t know how many disasters it brought to the Manxing kingdom, but fortunately, it was lost 

later! “Otherwise, how could our Manxing Kingdom have its current prosperity!” ” 

 

“The full moon princess had always been a secret in the Manxing kingdom, except for some old people 

who stayed in the family. ” 

 

“Man Jiangshan and Zhao Dan wanted face, so how could they admit that they had given birth to a jinx! 

” 

 

“Even though the full moon was lost later, man Jiangshan and Zhao Dan still pretended to be in great 

pain, so as to create a good image of their parents. ” 

 

“Of course, these things could not be spread to the public. ” 

 

“”Yes, yes, yes, our Manxing country should thank Miss!” ” 

 

The conversation of the servants was heard by Manxing. She smiled slightly. 

 

Manwen came to the secret base with Fan Mu. 

 

“How is it? Did you get the money?”Fan Mu asked. 

 



“Yes.”Manwen nodded and took out a card from his pocket. 

 

“Fan Mu took the card and sensed it on the sensor. She smiled and said, “80 million star dollars. Your 

sister really has nothing to say to you.” ” 

 

“”Cut the crap,”man Wen continued, “Get the money out first.” ” 

 

“Naturally, the money that man Xing gave could not be used directly. It had to be obtained through the 

machines in the entertainment venues before it could be used. ” 

 

“Otherwise, with man Xing’s suspicious personality, he would definitely ask where the money went. ” 

 

“Fan Mu swiped the card and said, “Should I say it or not? Man Xing is indeed generous to you.” ” 

 

“Do you think it’s easy to raise a good-for-nothing?”Man Wen looked at Fan Mu. 

 

Fan Mu smiled. “That’s true.” 

 

“After saying that, fan mu continued, “Luckily, you weren’t bewitched by money and weren’t raised 

crooked. Do you think your sister would be shocked if she knew the real you?” ” 

 

Man Xing had always thought that man Wen was an idiot and had been controlled by her. Little did she 

know that a dog that would bite wouldn’t bark. 

 

“Moreover, Man Wen was a blood-thirsty wolf. ” 

 

Man Wen did not say anything. 

 

“The next second, Fan Mu handed the card to man Wen. “It’s done.” ” 

 



Man Wen took the card. 

 

“Fan Mu continued, “By the way, have you heard about something?” ” 

 

“What is it?”Man Wen asked. 

 

“”Young Master Dongli is going back to his country!”At this point, an excited look flashed across fan 

mu’s eyes. ” 

 

“With the new emperor on the throne, some of the laws and regulations of the neighboring countries 

would also be changed, and various benefits would be introduced. ” 

 

“So What?”Man Wen asked. 
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“Your sister has no reaction at all?”Fan Mu asked. 

 

“What reaction should she have?”Man Wen asked in confusion. 

 

“Fan Mu said excitedly, “Your sister and the fiancée of the young master of Dongli, Duanmu Feng, have 

never seen eye to eye with each other. Now that this has happened, your sister should be very happy, 

right?” ” 

 

“If one thought about it with one’s toes, one would know that at this moment, Manxing must be very 

happy! ” 

 

He probably wanted to set off fireworks to celebrate. 



 

“Happy?”Manwen frowned slightly. “Why should she be happy?” 

 

“I heard that young master Dongli wants to bring his girlfriend back to the country. Who will benefit 

from the fight between the Snipe and clam?”Fan Mu asked in return. 

 

“Both his girlfriend and fiancée, Manwen was a little confused when he heard that. ” 

 

“Fan Mu explained, “Young Master Dongli grew up on Earth. His girlfriend is also from Earth. If his 

fiancée and his girlfriend were to face each other, the one who would benefit from the fight would 

definitely be your sister! Maybe you could even become young master Dongli’s brother-in-law in the 

future! “How are you feeling now?” ” 

 

“In Fan Mu’s opinion, the girlfriend of Young Master Dongli on Earth was not a simple person since she 

could follow young master Dongli to the Allied country. ” 

 

Three women in one show. 

 

“This time, there was a good show to watch. ” 

 

“”What nonsense!”Man Wen did not take these words to heart. “I’m afraid that even if she had the 

heart, she would not have the fate.” ” 

 

“”That might not be the case. I’ve discovered that your man family’s genes are really quite good. Your 

eldest sister is the famous miss ye of Chang Yue Country, while your second sister is the Little Lucky Star 

of the man Xing country. She is admired by everyone!”Man Wen seemed to be a profligate profligate, in 

reality, he had been hiding his true self. He had been born in a complicated environment. It was not easy 

for man Wen to protect himself. ” 

 

None of the three children in the man family were ordinary people. 

 

“”I’ve said that I only have one elder sister, Manxing,”man Wen said. ” 



 

“Hearing this, fan mu immediately changed his words. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I was wrong! You only have 

one elder sister, Alright?” ” 

 

Man Wen kept the card. “Let’s Go!” 

 

“Where are you going?” 

 

“Man Wen said, “I have no comment.” ” 

 

“Fan Mu looked at his back and ridiculed, “Throw it away when you’re done. Am I still your best 

brother?” ” 

 

… 

 

The Cen family. 

 

Cen Shaoqing led his family and boarded the interstellar shuttle. 

 

Two days later. 

 

The interstellar shuttle arrived at the main alliance. 

 

“Have we arrived?”Old Mrs. Cen looked at Cen Shaoqing. 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded. “Yes.” 

 

“Hearing this, Zhou Xiang swallowed nervously. ” 

 



“She was still the same as she was in the past, but Cen Haifeng was no longer the same CEN Haifeng in 

the past. It was unknown what kind of scene it was like when old friends met. ” 

 

The Cen family’s four older sisters had also arrived. They looked out of the window of the shuttle 

curiously. 

 

The General Alliance of the S Galaxy was indeed different from Earth. 

 

It gave off a high-tech feeling everywhere. 

 

The four sisters felt that it was very novel. 

 

“Then they looked at ye Zao, who was actually sitting there calmly eating snacks. ” 

 

Cen Yueya sighed. “When can I reach the level of Zao Zao?” 

 

“No matter what time it was, she would not be surprised. ” 

 

“In front of her, the main country was not as tempting as a dessert. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo smiled and looked back. “Second sister, actually, when I first came to the main country, I was 

the same as you guys.” ” 

 

“Really?”Cen Yueya asked. 

 

“Ye Zhuo nodded slightly and continued, “Second sister, have you all read the Daily Handbook I gave 

you?” ” 

 

“Everything in the main country was not quite the same as on Earth. Cen Yueya and the others came 

from Earth, so it was obvious that many people were waiting for the Cen family to lose face. ” 



 

“Therefore, Ye Zhuo gave them a handbook in advance to let them understand the daily life of the Allied 

countries, so that they could take care of their own food, clothing, and transportation in the Allied 

countries without having to ask anyone. ” 

 

“”By the way, second sister, I’ve modified your cell phones, so you can use them directly in the S 

Galaxy.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Cen Yueya nodded and continued, “Then can I use my cell phone to contact your second 

brother-in-law?” ” 

 

“That won’t do.”Ye Zhuo shook his head. 

 

“Soon, the aircraft came to a stop and the door was opened. ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen was the first to walk out. Cen Yuying wanted to help old Mrs. Cen, but Old Mrs. Cen 

directly refused, “No need to help me. I can walk on my own.” ” 

 

Zhou Xiang followed behind. 

 

A daughter of the Cen family followed. 

 

Ye Zhuo and Cen Shaoqing walked at the back. 

 

“As soon as the Cen Old Lady walked out of the door, she saw her long-lost son kneeling on the ground. 

” 

 

Both sides were full of people with their heads lowered. 

 

The scene was somewhat quiet. 
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Old Mrs. Cen raised her walking stick and swung it at Cen Haifeng’s head. 

 

“Just as the walking stick was about to fall, a hand suddenly grabbed it. ” 

 

“”Old Lady, you can’t hit me!” ” 

 

The person holding the walking stick was none other than the national master. 

 

Old Mrs. Cen looked at the National Master. “Can’t hit me? Why Can’t You Hit Me? Let Go of me! 

Whether you let go or Not! What does it have to do with you that I’m disciplining my unfilial son?” 

 

The National Master did not say anything. He just held the walking stick in Old Mrs. Cen’s hand. 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen immediately pulled out the big knife that she had prepared earlier, “You’re not going to 

let go, are you? ! If I don’t let go of you, I’ll educate you as well! “What high-level civilization, high-level 

planet? I think you’re all just a bunch of motley crew. You actually did such a heartless thing and caused 

your families to be separated. You all need to be taught a lesson a long time ago!” ” 

 

The box that she had used to store the large knife had been modified by Ye Zao. It could be shrunk at 

any size. 

 

“The national advisor was shocked when he suddenly pulled out the large knife. He realized that old 

Mrs. Cen was not someone to be trifled with. He immediately let go of her walking stick and retreated 

far away. “Old Mrs. Cen, calm down, calm down…” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen raised her walking stick and hit Cen Haifeng’s back hard. “This time, I’m hitting you for 

abandoning your wife and children! You have to ask yourself, all these years, you have done right by 

Xiangxiang and the Children!” ” 



 

Cen Haifeng did not say a word and did not resist. 

 

“Even if there were thousands of reasons, he should not have forgotten about Zhou Xiang and the 

children. ” 

 

“”This time, I’m hitting you for being unfaithful and unfilial!” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Cen used all her strength with every hit. Although the main alliance was a high-level civilized 

planet, Cen Haifeng was still a mortal. When the fifth hit hit hit hit, Cen Haifeng could not help but spit 

out a mouthful of blood. ” 

 

The bright red blood mark on the ground was a bit dazzling. 

 

But Old Mrs. Cen didn’t show the slightest bit of softness. 

 

It was because the money wouldn’t go away and the son wouldn’t die. 

 

“Now wasn’t the time to be soft-hearted. After giving birth to such an unfilial son, he should be taught a 

good lesson. ” 

 

“Mom!”Zhou Xiang walked in front of old Mrs. Cen. “Stop hitting me!” 

 

“Hearing Zhou Xiang’s voice, Cen Haifeng’s eyes were full of guilt. ” 

 

“”Xiang Xiang, get out of my way!”Old Mrs. Cen scolded. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiang looked at Old Mrs. Cen. “Mom, I beg you.” ” 

 



“Old Mrs. Cen had some real skills. If he continued to hit him, even if Cen Haifeng didn’t die, he would 

lose a layer of skin. ” 

 

“Although she didn’t have any feelings for Cen Haifeng, she couldn’t just watch him be beaten to death. 

” 

 

“Looking at Zhou Xiang, old Mrs. Cen Sighed, threw away the crutch in her hand, and continued, “Unfilial 

son, do you accept this beating wholeheartedly?” ” 

 

“”Wholeheartedly.”Cen Haifeng raised his head and looked at Old Mrs. Cen, “Mom, I have let you down, 

and I have let Xiang Xiang and the children down. Whether it’s for the son, husband, or father, I have not 

fulfilled my responsibilities.” ” 

 

“Twenty years had passed, and old Mrs. Cen’s hair was full of color. Even Zhou Xiang’s temples had 

some white hair. ” 

 

The children had grown up. 

 

“Looking at everything in front of him, Cen Haifeng felt even more guilty. ” 

 

Sorry. 

 

He had let them down. 

 

“”Get up.”Old Mrs. Cen continued, “If Xiangxiang hadn’t pleaded for you today, I would have beaten you 

to death, you unfilial son!” ” 

 

“Cen Haifeng stood up from the ground. “Mom, Xiangxiang, I’ll take you home first.” ” 

 

“Where do you think we should go?”Old Mrs. Cen looked at Cen Haifeng in disbelief. 

 



“”Home,”Cen Haifeng said. ” 

 

“”That’s your home. What does it have to do with us?”Old Mrs. Cen said, “The s galaxy is such a high-

level place. We can’t reach it.” ” 

 

“Cen Haifeng immediately changed his words. “Mom, I’ll take you back to rest first.” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Cen held Zhou Xiang’s wrist and followed his footsteps. 

 

The group of people walked toward the headquarters in a grand manner. 

 

“Although man Xing did not go to the scene, she saw the whole process at home. ” 

 

“At this moment, she suddenly saw a familiar figure on the screen. ” 

 

“Stop!” 

 

The assistant pressed the pause button. 

 

Man Xing looked at a silhouette in the crowd and narrowed his eyes. “Who is this person?” 

 

“”This should be the girlfriend that young master Dongli brought over from Earth,”the assistant replied. 

” 

 

Young Master Dongli’s girlfriend? 

 

Why did she find this person so familiar? 

 

Even though it was just a silhouette. 



 

“”Check her information,”man Xing said. ” 

 

“Having worked beside man Xing for so many years, the assistant had a thorough understanding of man 

Xing’s personality. He then said, “Miss, I’ve already checked. This Earthling’s name is ye Zhuo.” ” 

 

“”What did you say her name was?”At this moment, man Xing thought he was hearing things. ” 

 

“Ye Zhuo.” 


